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THE TENANTSTHE TENANTS
Tenants express their thoughts and opinions to the landlord.

THE LANDLORDTHE LANDLORD
The landlord gives his sneak peek of what to look out for in our NYC SPRING 2023 publication.

TOP 4 SPRINGTIME AMENITIESTOP 4 SPRINGTIME AMENITIES

THE LUX NEW YORKTHE LUX NEW YORK

THOMAS’ TAKEOVERTHOMAS’ TAKEOVER

THETHE CONTENTSCONTENTS

If you are short of ideas of things to do this season, here are some for you.

Explore some of the fanciest and luxurious hotels that may satisfy your springtime staycation.

Take a look at some of the well-recognized hotspots brought to you by Thomas Heatherwick.

26 THE CONTRIBUTORSTHE CONTRIBUTORS



THETHE TENANTSTENANTS
 I  am grateful to the editors for the 
opportunity to be a voice for my community. 
I’m a hotel employee at the 1 Hotel Brooklyn 
Bridge. I love providing quality service to the 
guests and lending a helping hand to those 
who need a place to stay, even if its just for 
a few hours. Fashion is a creative passion 
of mine. I love the aesthetic pleasure that 
comes with it. I love exploring the different 
fabrics of fashion. I love to learn which fibers 
blend with the others and why certain fibers 
are priced higher than others. 

 LINEUP brings me joy because I get 
to understand more and more about the 
aesthetic pleasure surrounding me. I feel 
content with traveling around the world 
alone knowing that I can always take a copy 
of the LINEUP in any city I visit. I like it all; the 
details, the recommendations, the design.

 Learning the aesthetic, the world, 
the good and the bad comes with allowing 
your mind to see other viewpoints. When 
I was younger, I gave up on so many ideas 
because I felt like I needed to change 
everyone’s mind. As time passed, I’ve come 
to realize that not everyone needs to agree, 
but to at least see through the blinds into 
the light of the opinion. Looking for a hotel, 
a highrise apartment, or a home can be 
a one way street once you’ve set eyes on 
“the one”. It may seem like love at first 
sight, but if you receive any other opinions, 
think through them becasue they may 
recommendations in disguise. That truly 
applies to many aspects of my life, so I hope 
it may help to apply it in yours too. Cheers!

Ms. B from Canarsie

Hello,
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INEUP magazine brings in the 
details of the new buildings, 
spaces, infrastructure, and 
objects around the globe. Your 

world means the world to us and your 
comfort comforts us. Can’t decide on which 
of the 3 places you toured to call home? No 
worries; we’ve got something to help you 
decide. Looking for new places to eat with 
your friends? Mmmhmm, we know, we know. 
Around the corner isn’t too near and around 
the world isn’t too far.

What happened during the years of the 
pandemic took a toll on everyone’s lives. 
Many people lost their jobs, loved ones, and 
enthusiasm for life. This Spring’s edition 
of the LINEUP New York features some 
new or remodeled locations that spark 
hope in humanity during the post-pandemic 
resurgence. 

AJP, Editor-In-Chief

THETHE LANDLORDLANDLORD
To the New Kids on the Block

L
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TOPTOP 44
SPRINGTIME SPRINGTIME 
AMENITIES AMENITIES 
FOR LIVING FOR LIVING 
THE NEW YORK THE NEW YORK 
DREAM DREAM 

LET THE SUN LET THE SUN 
MARINATE MARINATE 
YOU WHILE YOU WHILE 
RELAXING IN RELAXING IN 
YOUR BATHTUB.YOUR BATHTUB.

In the coming months of Spring, New 
York’s weather starts to blossom to 

the degrees we New Yorkers so fully 
deserve. As the winter seeps away and 
the sun comes out, take an hour out of 
your weekend to lay in your tub like the 
soap on the edge of your bath.
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KEEP YOUR KEEP YOUR 
HEAD UP HEAD UP 
AROUND AROUND 
THE HIGHEST THE HIGHEST 
SKYSCRAPERS.SKYSCRAPERS.

Take a walk with your friends 
out in New York City! Explore 

the high rises, which are where 
the trees are very well uniformed. 
You may find a row of cherry 
blossoms before you know it. 
Three skyscraper-filled places 

to check out would be Financial 
District, Midtown, and Murray Hill. 
In Fi-Di, you’ll have no shortage of 
skyscrapers and as you walk around 
with friends, you’ll notice so many 
historical buildings and parks too. 
You should have no worries checking 

out Midtown, especially  when 
walking from Columbus Circle 
to the our third neighborhood. 
Murray Hill has plent of fine 
dining and views that accompany 
your hunger by dinner time.
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FEEL THE FEEL THE 
BREEZE BY BREEZE BY 
CHOOSING A CHOOSING A 
BIKE PARKED BIKE PARKED 
NEARBY.NEARBY.

One of the most developing 
aspects of the Big Apple is 

the CitiBike. The ability for anyone 
and everyone to grab a bicycle 

and ride around the city is a 
local delight. Bikers are also 
free to choose a motorized 
bicycle, for a little extra cost. 
The fares vary but remain 
quite affordable for a joyride 
alone or with your friends 
for as long as you want to 
experience the breeze in 80 
degree weather.

However, as it is one of the 
most developing parts of 

the city, it is not yet accessible 
everywhere in NYC. A big chunk 
of Queens and to a smaller 
extent, Broolyn, have yet add this 
new installation in some of their 
neighborhoods. So unfortunately, 

a resident of Far Rockaway 
might have to hop on the A 
train to Bed-Stuy . The waiting 
game would be needed as 
the CitiBike will soon come to 
neighborhoods such as Canarsie, 
Ozone Park, and Corona.  

Many cities have their own 
transportation for those who 
find themselves stuck in heavy 
foot-traffic. But what separates 
the CitiBike system from many 
others is the rapid addition of 
bike lanes. Creating lanes for 
cyclists is the easiest way for 
a someone to ride a bike in a 
jammed packed city like New 
York City. One could surmise 
that the addition of bike lanes is 
life saving for a cyclist because 
of New Yorker’s notorious 
reputation for bad driving.
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EXPLORE THE EXPLORE THE 
PARK AND PARK AND 
HAVE A PICNIC HAVE A PICNIC 
WITH SOME WITH SOME 
FRIENDS.FRIENDS.

How do you reward yourself 
after fasting for an entire 

month? An Eid picnic at Central 
Park. A nice picnic for a one or 
all of your friends on a Sunday 
morning or afternoon. But of 
course, Central Park is not the 
only option. Prospect Park would 
be amazing and some consider it 
to be better than its Manhattan 
rival, Central. Brooklyn Bridge 
Park is the real amusement 
park of Brooklyn, as there are 
6 piers to choose from. Piers 1, 
3, and 4 are great for picnics, 
get togethers, and even baby 
showers. Pier 2 is where the 
basketball and handball courts 
are at. Pier 5 is one gigantic field 
for futbol, football, or rugby. Pier 
6 has a beach volleyball court 
and a playground for the kids. 
But their best feature is that 
you have free front row tickets 
to see the Manhattan skyline 
while doing any (or none) of the 
previously mentioned activities. 
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BRING FORTHBRING FORTH

MARCH WINDSMARCH WINDS
ANDAND APRIL SHOWERSAPRIL SHOWERS

MAYMAY
FLOWERS.FLOWERS.
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THE LUX
NEW YORK
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The Four Seasons Midtown, The Times

PUBLIC Hotel, Uniq Hotels

Equinox Hotel, Five Star Alliance

The Roxy Hotel New York, View Retreats
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Hotel Indigo Lower East Side, Hotel Indigo LES

The Standard High Line, My Boutique Hotels

1 Hotel Central Park, View Retreats

Yotel New York, Global Grasshopper
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Aman New York, Aman Resorts

1 Hotel Brooklyn Bridge, The Dwell

Hotel Barriere Fouquet’s New York, 
Vogue
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The Peninsula Midtown, The Times

Andaz 5th Avenue, Hyatt ModernHaus Soho, Conde Nast Traveler
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THOMAS’
TAKEOVER



Meet Thomas Heatherwick, the 
man responsible for a few of the 
new major hotspot attractions in 
Manhattan, NYC. 



LITTLE
ISLAND

Being known as the pier where the 
Titanic survivors descended 

in 1912, pier 54 has had a 
tregedious hisotry. Overtime, 
it has become forgotten and 
alone; as empty as anyone 
could expect an abandoned 
pier to look. A century later, 
the idea of turning this old 
and forgotten pier into a 
newfound attraction began 
with American businessman 
Barry Diller of the Diller-
von Furstenberg Family 
Foundation. Diller, working 
along the Husdon River Park 
Trust Leadership, recommeded 
Thomas Heatherwick and 
Heatherwick Studios to create a 
blueprint of what the new symbol 
of hope in New York City would look 
like. Diller’s foundation donated over a 
quarter billion dollars towards building the 
site. Heatherwick believe the space would look 
like a living organism living in the river, with each column 
shaped differently. The space features a green hill, an 
amphitheather, and a wonderful view of both Lower and 
Midtown Manhattan.

On May 21, 2021, Little Island opened to NYC residents and tourists 
from around the world as the best new New York City attraction. 

As the world had been stained by a global pandemic, the new structure 
proves itself to be an oasis from the harsh corners of the world. 

Many young adults come to have picnics, dine, and enjoy the 
performances with a tremendous view of both New York and New 

Jersey. Everyone celebrates one another by spending time with 
each other in this space. Thomas Heatherwick and his team, 
in collaboration with Diller and the city of New York, came 
together to heal the city, and there wasn’t a better time or 
location that could’ve been better than Pier 54. 



LITTLE
ISLAND

THE
VESSEL

The Hudson Yards’ Related 
Companies CEO Stehen 

Ross and the Heatherwick 
Studio collaborated to create 
a honeycomb-like attraction 
as part of the new Hudson 
Yards redevelopment 
project. This multi-billion 
(25 to be exact) dollar 
development includes 
the residence and office 
buildings spanding from 10 
Hudson Yards to 55 Hudson 
Yards, The Shed, The Shops 

& Restaurants at Hudson 
Yards,  The Public Plaza, and 

eventually the Equinox Hotel. 
Heatherwick was in charge of 

creating a design for the Vessel. 
The only direction he was given was 

to “create a galvanizing moment” 
and a “12-month long Christmas tree 

comparable to Rockefeller Center”. So 
the Heatherwick studio shaped the structure’s 

skeleton in Italy and had it imported to New York. The 
Vessel now stands 16 stories tall and consists of 154 flights 
of stairs as well as an elevator and ramps in the center. The 
exterior is made of copper steel and glass. The structure is 
heavily influenced by anceint Indian architecture.

On March 15, 2019, the Vessel opened to the public with a grand 
ceremony feeaturing artists and musicians from all over the globe. 

Being the unusual looking attraction that it is, the architecture received 
plenty of praise and criticism. Many of those comments praised 
Heatherwick and Ross for their vision of “an all-year round Christmas 
Tree”, while many others saw it as dangerous and supportive of 
those who wish to take the easy way out. On December 22, 2020, 
during the pandemic, a 24 year old female jumped from the roof 
of the structure. Less than a month later on January 11, 2021, 
a 21 year old male jumped to his death as well. In total, there 
were four deaths that ultimately led to the closing before safety 
nets were added to the structure in August of 2022.
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LONG
CHAMP

Thomas Heatherwick first collaborated with the fahsion 
powerhouse Longchamp in 2003 to create a shopping 

experience that surpassed a visit to the Gugghnheim. So, 
he delivered. Heatherwick worked alongside well-reknown 
architect Louis Loria to crearte something out of the ordinary. 

Located at 132 Spring Street in Soho 
Manhattan, the showroom opened on 

May 24, 2006. he store is a considered 
a piece of art not only because 
of the exterior and interior 
appearances at first glance, but 
because of the finer details and 
intention of the mastermind 
and his team. The stairs are 
made of multiple ribbons 
of steel that are shaded a 
brown orange colour to 
match the red maple wood 
floors around the shop. The 
stairways seem seemless, as 
they are connected to the 
walls and ceilings making 
it feel like an otherworldly 
experience. While walking 
up those two flights of stairs, 
you would see displays to either 
side of your body. The displays, 
holding up various items to be sold 
by Longchamp, are made of the same 
material used in many luxury cars. 
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LANTERN 
HOUSE

Walking distance from both of his other structures Vessel and 
Little Island, the Lantern House is Thomas Heatherwick’s 

first residential project in the United States. 

The residential building is a eye 
popping feature of the walk along 

the High Line and is located at 515 
West 18th Street. The soaring 

high windows on each floor 
allows each and every room 
to be illuminated completely. 
Along with high windows 
come high ceilings, as 
many rooms are up to 10 
feet 9 inches high. Each 
residence is equpped with 
well-expanded kitchens 
wine refrigetrators, 
spacious bathrooms with a 
sun-lit bathtub. Of course, 
what would a residential 
building along the High Line 

be without a penthouse?  
The Lantern House also 

features penthouses that 
overlook the Hudon waterfront. 

Each penthouse also has a private 
terrace.
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A VINYL A NIGHT

KEEPS YOUR SPIRIT BRIGHT

Shop Urban Outfitters
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